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Jane Mitchelmore asked us to share our experiences as
Rottweiler owners and breeders. We were hesitant to do
this interview, simply because we are new to the breeding
industry. We are, as the saying goes, "The new kids on the
block!", Breeding 101.

Why did you choose Rottweiler as your breed? 
Our interest in Rottweilers started with the idea to protect us
and our property from outside threats. Before I met John,
he owned Rottweilers. He had great respect and love for
that breed. My early experiences were with other large

breeds such as German Shepherds, Dobermans, a Chesapeake Bay Retriever, and
Labs. Not familiar with that large breed, I agreed to give the Rottweilers a try. I was in
a world of misleading information on the Rottweiler breed, only to learn they are loyal,
very loving, protective, and smart. Not to mention, it is always important to let a
Rottweiler know who is boss at all times! They are a working breed and always want
a job to do. Everything from sheep herding, search and rescue, police work, pulling
carts, agility, protection work, tracking, showing, and therapy service dogs. The total
Rottweiler, everything a Rottweiler should be!

So, we started with two female
puppies and later, we added two
more young adult dogs. a male and
another female.  Fast forward, our
love of the breed and the security
the Rottweilers provided for us, sparked our interest in expanding into a small
business. We added two, world renowned and well- established females from
Germany, to start producing our "top of the line" Rottweiler puppies. As we learned,
the females are the foundation of the kennel. The female (dam) instills the manners,
behavior, and temperament into her pups. The better the female is in her
accomplishments (titles) she can pass that confidence on to her puppies. We had an
unexpected opportunity to purchase Julia vom Hause Neubrand, a well-known and
admired female from, in our opinion, the top breeder, trainer and handler in
Germany, Oliver Neubrand of vom Hause Neubrand.  We fondly call Julia "the bull"
because she is a solid-built female with strength and determination. 

Later, we were very blessed to add one of the very top females in the world, Farina
vom Hause Neubrand. She is considered to be one of the most famous female
Rottweilers of all time.  Farina talks with her big eyes, with love and appreciation. She
has produced numerous off-springs that have won many championships.
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Swiss Champion, ADRK & VDH Youth Champion, Multi
Multi V1 Luis vom Brandauerweg, IGP3, BH, Ztp 

East view of the kennel.

Louise Odom

East side of kennels.

Yet, the sire has an important role in the puppy's development as well. If the
male has achieved titles, is very desirable in head and body built, has strong
prey drive and excellent temperament, he will pass these important traits to
his offspring. We acquired an exceptional German male Rottweiler, Eskin
vom Blauen Stahl, World Champion of 2017! Eskin is maximum of the FCI
breed standard so is one of the largest males to win the World
Championship. 

In November of 2019, we had the privilege to purchase, and co-own, Luis
vom Brandauerweg with another breeder in Tennessee, Mike Vandergrift.
Luis is the FCI World Youth Sieger 2017.  Not only did we buy excellent
females, we also invested in frozen semen from some top- rated males in
Germany to ensure we would produce some of the very finest ADRK
Rottweilers in the USA. We look forward to seeing the future champions that
come from these proven males and females!

Why did you decide to become a breeder of Rottweilers? 
We belong to the ADRK and respect the German style of breeding. John and
I have been very blessed and fortunate over the years to obtain 100% ADRK
German import Rottweilers.  Since we invested in excellent females, that had
proven their various abilities, this encouraged us to try breeding. Since we
are well in our 70's, deciding to become breeders was not something we
originally planned. Our first litter was in 2016, and we had six puppies, four
males and two females.  This is not to say, we have not had numerous
experiences that made us wonder at times if this is something we really
wanted to pursue? Those little black and mahogany "butter- balls" are
impossible to resist, which encourages us to continue our breeding program.
We always strive to raise and offer exceptional puppies to the Rottweiler
world. 

Please tell us about your kennel's facilities. 
This question would be better for John to answer.
Our eight kennels are 10 feet  x 20 feet and consist
of a metal roof supported by 6 inches x 6 inches
pressured treated square poles. The entire kennel is
rated for a wind resistance of 200 m.p.h. We live in
Florida and always face the danger of hurricanes.
The pad for the kennel is 6 inch cement floors with a
footer that is 24 inches wide and 24 inches deep.
The support for the metal roof consists of 2 inches x
10 inches and 2 inches x 12 inch trusses. Enclosed
in the kennel is a doghouse that weights
approximately 800 lbs. and sits on concrete blocks 8
inches high. The doghouse is made up of P.T.
lumber 2 inches x 6 inches and 2 inches x 8 inches.
We built the doghouses in place before any fencing
was put up because of the weight. We located the
kennels under large oak trees and other trees that
provide shade year around. Because we live only
about 7 miles from the ocean, we get an easterly
breeze all year long. We use chlorine to keep the
kennels and the large water buckets clean. 
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Side view of west kennel.

Side view of kennel.

Exercise play yard.

Whelping box room.

What does the Rottweiler mean to you and your family? What do the
dogs mean to you? Pets, Family companions? 
Our Rottweilers give us much pleasure and keep us active (more than we
want!). Over the years our Rottweilers have filled many roles. Some are
protection dogs, some are good breeders, some are loyal companions, and
others are excellent "house" dogs. Even when our females are too old to
breed, they will always be our loyal and loving pets. 

Who has influenced your kennel the most and how and why?
This is the easiest question to answer! Our "very good friend" and number
one "advisor" is Oliver Neubrand, of vom Hause Neubrand, from Germany.
He has been invaluable to us. He was very patient with us when we first
started our interest in Rottweilers. His guidance has been extremely helpful
in many areas. Oliver instilled in us the desire to own exceptional Rottweilers
and when breeding to "do it right". He is, in our opinion, an excellent trainer,
world-known breeder and handler. He has always come through when we
needed support and advice. Oliver is our "mentor" and believes in the "Total
Rottweiler", which means not only confirmation but working abilities to
achieve titles.  Oliver and his dad, Alfons had many years of training and
showing dogs. It is a family business. They are an inspiration to us. John and
I do not show dogs due to our age. Oliver has this special sense about which
Rottweilers will serve John and I best. Our only regret is Oliver lives in
Germany, not Florida!! 

What is the Rottweiler's situation in Florida? (Is the Rottweiler
welcomed in public places? Are people afraid of the Rottweiler? Can
Rottweilers go to schools, playgrounds, parks, etc.?) 
I find it interesting that we do not see many Rottweilers when we are out and
about. We do not go to dog parks with our Rottweilers because we do not
know how other people will control their dogs. Because our females are so
strong with such high drive, we cannot take them anywhere together! We
prefer our dogs have that strong bond with us and not with other dogs.
Occasionally, we may let one male and one female stay together in the yard
for exercise. Just recently I saw in a local newspaper there have been some
new restrictions on dogs at the beaches. Very small areas are now reserved
for dogs. There are two main reasons. One is not knowing how much control
the owners have on their dogs, and possibly there would be an unexpected
incident. The other, which I find sad, is that some of the owners do not clean
the waste their dog leaves on the beach. Not good for the people on the
beach or the ocean. What I find interesting is that there was no breed
specifically mentioned in the article of the dogs allowed on the beaches. I
have observed that previous Rottweiler owners know the breed and often
want to obtain other Rottweilers to their lives. It is apparent that people not
owning Rottweilers, need to learn about this breed. It is the reputation of the
Rottweiler that is passed on to other people by either bad owners or a lack of
research before making that commitment. The Rottweiler breed seems
popular in Florida, judging by the phone requests we get for puppies. We do
not see them that often in public.   
 
Please discuss your breeding program and your knowledge. 
John and I do not consider ourselves "experienced breeders". It is very
important to remember that the females are the foundation of our kennel. We
have our garage set up with three whelping areas. We have blocked off all
areas with plywood, so the females do not see each other. There is a yard
with easy access from the garage for the females to take a break. Over the
years, one thing I find fascinating is how each "momma dog" raises her pups.
Some are strict, others are care-free. Some females will stay longer than four
weeks nursing and look forward later to playing with their pups when they are
eight weeks old. Some mothers, after four weeks, say "See ya", I am done!
Having a litter with a first time female, is always a gamble, until they prove to
be a good mother. Some areas of concern are: Does the mother dog have
enough milk? Is she nervous and not wanting to care for her puppies? Is she
keeping the puppies warm enough? Is her whelping area quiet so she can
have her privacy? Is she having a difficult time delivering her puppies? There
are so many areas to be considered during the whelping process. I have
learned that getting sleep is not always easy, but I make sure there is plenty
of coffee available! Every litter is different and there are many unknowns to
be expected. For example, one of our litters with Hanni vom Hause
Neubrand and Luis vom Brandauerweg, she gave us five males and two
females. This was her first litter. When I finally went to bed, John announced
the next morning we have eight puppies. I told him there were seven when I went to bed. Sure enough, another unexpected male was
born. We called him "Extra" our bonus puppy!  It is always an adventure when breeding and raising puppies. It is a LOT of WORK!!
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20x V1, Multi BOB, Multi Siegerin, Multi CH
Farina vom Hause Neubrand, IPO3, BH, AD, Ztp

Multi V1, Bayern Siegerin Beast vom Wotansdamm,
IPO1, BH, Ztp 

Hanni vh Neubrand puppies

 We love the Rottweiler breed!  Another advantage we have is our weather.
Overall, the temperature is moderate, but at time very hot in the summer. We
can let the puppies spend time outside in the fresh air. However, we need
netting over the puppy yards. A seven to eight-week-old puppy is just an
appetizer for a hawk. We have plenty of hawks (unfortunately) in Florida and
we must always keep watching them like a hawk! I enjoy watching the
puppies play outside and how they interact with each other. This is the time I
pay close attention to their personalities, how they react to the kiddie pool,
loud noises, playing with toys and what catches their attention. I love to hold
and cuddle them while touching their ears, face, tail, paws and a tummy rub,
so they do not have a fear of human hands. Another part of our excitement is
watching how each litter will turn out for us and their new owners. It is always
a surprise, but so rewarding when the puppies go to their "forever" homes.
We love receiving pictures of our puppies from their new homes and owners.
It is especially rewarding for us to watch them as they mature. 

Who is your favorite Rottweiler you have bred or purchased?
That is an impossible question to answer. Every Rottweiler we have owned,
has their own unique qualities. Probably for John, it would be Farina vom
Hause Neubrand. One of the most prestigious, recognized female Rottweiler
in the show ring and the working dog world. She has a special bond with
John. So far, my favorite breeding female is Beast vom Wotansdamm.  What
a great mom! Even after four weeks nursing her pups, she still wanted to see
them. Beast looked forward to playing with them even at 8 weeks old. As for
a favorite Rottweiler for me, this is like asking me which one of my children is
my favorite! I love them all! 

How can Rottweiler owners change the negative public perception on
the breed?
This is a hard question to answer. Unfortunately, because of their size and
preconceived reputation, it is hard to change a lot of people's minds. I really
believe it starts with the breeding of good sound dogs. Careful thought and
familiarity with the breeding lines is very important. Selecting the best parents
will produce excellent temperament and rewarding Rottweilers. Like any
breed, bad breeding will produce undesirable dogs to the general public. This
does a lot of harm to the breed and will continue the negative perception of
the Rottweiler.  Not only looks, but temperament is super important. Also,
having the interest to learn about this breed is imperative if someone is
interested in purchasing a Rottweiler. Education on just how wonderful a
Rottweiler can be, must be generated by (good) breeders to future buyers.  

What advice do you have to people new to the breed who want to
become breeders? 
I have to say, think long and hard before making that decision! If you are in it
only for the money, think again!  It is important in breeding to have healthy
males and females. The breeding pair should have the following tests.
Passing results for HD (Hips), ED (Elbows), and Ztp (Breeding Suitability
test) are of utmost importance. Also, check for JLPP before breeding. The
disease can only happen when carrier is bred to carrier so make sure you are
not breeding two carriers.  Working tests (IPO/IGP) is a nice bonus, as well
as show ratings and titles. Many people who are interested in breeding are
willing to spend more money on a male than a female. This is a false
economy!  It is it best to start with some good high-quality females with
excellent temperaments. Remember,
the females are the foundation of your
kennel! If you have a beautiful
Rottweiler female, but she has a bad
attitude, this is not good breeding
material. 

It is important to have an excellent vet familiar with your dog for any emergencies. A good
reproduction vet is super important! 

We have a new buyer's contract that we review before the sale of the puppy. There are two
requirements we emphasis. Not to breed the female until she is at least two years old and has
passing hips, passing elbows and JLPP test result. The other is if the puppy does not work out,
please call us so other arrangements can be made. We do not want the puppy to end up at an
animal shelter or be given away.  

I have to say, it is a constant requirement for us, to learn from experienced breeders. Two
Rottweiler breeders who have been our loyal friends and advisors are: Mike and Andrea
Vandergrift of vom Hause Vandergrift Rottweilers in Millington, Tennessee. Mike has been in
contact with us from the very beginning of our breeding years. We formed a special friendship
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Contact Louise Odom for information on how to purchase her recently released
children’s book, Tiffany, The miracle Swan.

with Mike early on and benefitted greatly from his years of breeding. Another is Gary and Kristi Marshall, of vom Hause Marshall
Rottweilers in Cache, Oklahoma.   Gary was the first to call us shortly after we purchased Eskin vom Blauen Stahl and requested
Eskin's semen. It was a suggestion from Mike Vandergrift to give us a call. After months of exchanging information, we formed a
respected friendship with both breeders. Reading books is fine, but it does not cover the personal experiences of established
reputable breeders. Do your homework before diving into the world of Rottweiler breeding! It is like a roller coaster ride, many ups and
many downs. Breeding is a serious commitment, and it takes considerable time and energy to become a respected and sought-after
Rottweiler breeder. Every litter and every female are new experiences. You cannot ever leave your guard down. Knowing the habits of
your females helps considerably with repeat litters. You have an established relation with that female and know more what to expect
with her litters.   But with a first-time mother it is a guessing game!     

One of the most rewarding feeling for us is to see the ecstatic faces on our puppy buyers! We look forward to hearing from them about
the joys and experiences of their new puppy to their family. This makes the breeding experience a delight when the pups go to their
forever home.  

Please share with us anything you want to discuss about the Rottweiler. 
Before I owned Rottweilers, my impression was pretty much the same as a lot of other uninformed people. They do not have a fair
reputation, mostly because they are a large breed. I was one of those uninformed people and have learned they are incredibly loving,
protective, smart and very loyal. Whenever we get calls for puppies, I always ask if the person is familiar with or owns Rottweilers. The
ones who do love the breed, and are usually good choices for a puppy home.  They are devoted to the Rottweiler breed and
understand how to raise a Rottweiler properly. I always am concerned when a prospective buyer has no experience with Rottweilers.
When I get comments such that they own a French Poodle or Chihuahua, I think…is that a good fit for a Rottweiler puppy? In most
cases, it does not work out well. So, to be fair to the Rottweiler puppy, and the interested new owners, I stay away from that situation
and recommend they do further research on the Rottweiler breed.   

Does TTRM have any meaning to you?
Huge! Anyone who wants to stay informed with the show
circuit locally and nationally needs this magazine! The Total
Rottweiler Magazine has many educational articles from
experts in all the fields of Rottweilers. There is information
on available dogs for sale and puppies from all over the
word. It is a first class publication with many photographs.
Jane Mitchemore, the editor, does an excellent job
organizing and publishing this premier magazine. Every
Rottweiler owner, either new or experienced to the breed,
needs to have The Total Rottweiler Magazine in their
collection. John and I always give The Total Rottweiler
Magazine to every puppy buyer that does not already
subscribe to it.  This magazine encourages the buyer and
creates more excitement about the Rottweiler breed. This
magazine shows the top breeders and the top Rottweilers in
the world. The buyer appreciated knowing they purchased
from a reputable breeder who is featured in this magazine.  
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